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Obama Supports FL
High-Speed Rail

TOYOTA RECALL
What You Should Know
JENN STULL
the sandspur
• "The first recall, '^loor
Mat Entrapment,' r e g a r d s the
potential for an unsecured or
incompatible driver's floor mat
to interfere with the accelerator
pedal and cause it to get stuck
in the wide-open position."
(Toyota.com/recall)
• The second recall, "Pedal,"
is being conducted because
there is a possibility that certain
accelerator pedal mechanisms
may stick in a partially
depressed position or return
slowly to the idle position.
• If a car has the first recall
(floor mat entrapment), Toyota
says owners should take out
the floor mat for the time being
and once h e or she is notified
by Toyota, bring in the vehicle
to be adjusted.

• • There is no reason why other countries * *
can build high-speed rail lines and we can't.
j
ll
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15,2008: The Super
Hay tornado outbreak
lie Southern United
and Ohio Valley,
esulting in more than $1
'illion in damages. A total
>f 87 tornados occured
md 57 people perished
hroughout the outbreak.
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—President Barak Obama, at the
University of Tampa on Jan. 28,2010

COURTESY MCT CAMPUS)

PETER
TRAVIS
the sandspur

Only a d a y after President
O b a m a delivered t h e annual
State of the Union Address to
the nation, h e flew to Tampa to
speak to a crowd of over 3,000
at the University of Tampa.
The speech last Thursday w a s
billed as the announcement of
$1.25 billion w o r t h of grants to
fund Florida's n e w high-speed
rail system. This investment
has been depicted as a w a y to
create jobs a n d explore green
technology at the same time.
The O b a m a administration is
confident that the project will
create tens of t h o u s a n d s of
jobs for a severely struggling
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Crested in some
extra cash? Take
Ftures and write for
The Sandspur!

KATHERINE
KITE
the sandspur
• The Jobs Bill has been passed
by the House.
» Discussions of securing
nuclear waste away from
terrorists will be held in
April at the Nuclear Security
Summit.
• All combat troops in Iraq
will be back home in August.
• In July of 2011, after training
the troops in Afghanistan,
our soldiers will return
home.
• The President proposed an
Energy and Climate Bill.
• In 2011, the government
will freeze all government
spending.
• The President will be
repealing the law that keeps
gays and lesbians out of the
military.

Florida job market. Obama's
stimulus plan h a d designated
a total of $8 billion to highspeed rail construction, a n d
Florida, a state riddled with
traffic congestion, was one of
the top candidates for funding.
The President's visit comes
after the Florida State Senate
and House passed legislation
to fund the project on Dec. 8.
That legislation accompanied
funding for the commuter rail
system in the Orlando area that
is n o w SunRail. The highspeed rail project will begin
with a n Orlando-Tampa route
with the possibility of adding
an Orlando-Miami route in the
future. The SunRail will take
the tracks of t h e Amtrak trains
and r u n from Deland to just
south of Kissimmee.
Obama's speech in Tampa
preceded a t o w n hall style
meeting featuring a questionand-answer period with
an audience full of college
students. Although his speech
was expected to be mostly
about the high-speed rail
project a n d funding, that topic
was only a very small portion
of the President's hour-long
speech. In fact, most media
outlets are viewing Obama's
visit to Tampa as nothing more
than a strategic campaign rally,
looking to keep Florida voters
for the presidential election in
2012.
The speech certainly
covered the spectrum of
topics typical of most Obama
campaign speeches. The first
portion served as a justification
for the economic stimulus plan
he enacted after entering office.
Obama said that if the banks
h a d not been bailed out, "the
financial system literally could

have melted d o w n a n d that
would have taken our entire
economy and millions more
families and businesses with
it." After asserting the plan's
success, he m a d e sure to point
out the daunting tasks that are
still facing Americans in terms
of the economy. "I think all of
you understand the devastation
remains. One in 10 Americans
still can't find work," said
Obama w h o sees creating
jobs as the t o p priority of this
n e w year. Included in his
discussion of jobs, a few brief
remarks about the high-speed
rail system were then m a d e b y
the President. Introducing the
project, h e said, "There is n o
reason w h y other countries can
build high-speed rail lines a n d
we can't."
Playing to the young
crowd, Obama went o n to
emphasize his hopes for reform
in student loan payment,
proposing graduates should
only have to give 10% of their
income to pay off student loans.
Echoing the sentiment he
strongly expressed the previous
night in his State of the Union
Address, the President urged
Republicans to get "off the
sidelines."
"I want a partnership,"
Obama said, emphasizing
the lack of progress that
Republican stubbornness is
causing right n o w on issues
such as healthcare. Obama
ended his speech with w o r d s
that sounded like they came
directly from a campaign
rally, saying "We don't back
down. We don't quit. We are
Americans. A n d today, here
with all of you, I have never
been more hopeful about our
future than I a m right now."

• If a car is called in d u e
to the second recall (pedal),
owners should stop driving
that vehicle immediately and
o n c e notified,

b r i n g t h e c a r intn

the dealership to be fixed.
• If you are the owner of a
recalled Toyota, or have any
questions contact the Toyota
Customer Experience Center at
1-800-331-4331.
RECALLED VEHICLES:

PRESSROOMTOYOTA.COM
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Apple's iPad:

%fyt i£>antr£pttr is a
weekly publication
printed on recycled
paper, and we want
YOU to get involved.

Kindles New Competition
BRENDAN

the sandspur

Travis dinger
Editor-in-Chief

Last Wednesday the world waited with
collective bated breath as a most powerful
man descended the podium to many
applauding supporters. His words had
been anticipated and speculated about for
weeks, even months. Media analysts kept
their laptops close by, ready to broadcast
their thoughts on the man's speech to the
world even before he was done talking. Oh
yeah, and then later that night there was
that whole State of the Union thing.
The m a n I speak of is of course none
other than Steve Jobs, the CEO and leading
mind behind Apple and its revolutionary
products. Whether it is the Mac, iPod,
MacBook or iPhone, Jobs always has
something n e w and exciting to share
with his increasingly large number of
followers. These announcements or, "onem a n shows" as they are often called, occur
around once a year, much like the Head of
State's aforementioned State of the Union
address. The two highly anticipated events
do share one other thing in common - the
reception to each is largely divided along
party lines. In Apple's case, those party
lines are d r a w n distinctly between the rabid
Apple aficionados w h o have their credit
cards out before Jobs steps off the stage
and those more economically disposed
individuals w h o actually like to think first
about cost-effectiveness. A popular third
party this time around are members of the
Apple club who, while they ultimately buy
every Apple product, have nevertheless
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been disappointed with each since the
original iPod. The latter two groups are
the ones most likely to be disappointed by
the revealing of Apple's newest wonderdevice, the iPad. Aside from the ubiquitous
jokes pertaining to female hygiene, at this
point the most common complaint seems
to be that the iPad is virtually nothing more
than an iPod touch with a bigger screen
and a much bigger price tag.
The specific price varies in true Apple
fashion to the size and capability of the
models. The most basic of these, a 16gigabyte model, can r u n you as low as
$499. By comparison, the popular Amazon,
com Kindle electronic reading device
goes for $489 with a comparable screen
size. When this is taken into account, the
iPad seems like quite a bargain. Indeed,
reading is one of the primary incentives
of the device, with Apple set to launch
an iTunes bookstore specifically to satisfy
anticipated iPad demand. However, unlike
the Kindle, the iPad is not limited to just
books. Newspapers, online magazines,
and web pages can also be accessed on
the iPad, and that's just w h e n you want to
read. If you do not or are simply an average
American, then like the iPod touch you can
have wide access to a variety of other apps,
some tailored specifically to the iPad, and
view spectacular digitally enhanced video
content either online or in your existing
iTunes library. A n extra $100 will get you
the 32-gig version and an extra $200 will
get you the 64-gig granddaddy, each priced
at $599 and $699 respectively.
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Where do you fit into the
Sandspur?
At the Sandspur, we are con-|
stantly looking for more voices, bei
they Involved in editing, writing, brf
photography. Interested individuals
can become either Staff Reporters or
Freelance Writers.

What do you get for contributing to the Sandspur?

COURTESY MCT CAMPUS
7.5" (19 cm)

Other than seeing your namef
and work in print, you will be
paid as a correspondent for the
Sandspur.

How will I get my written articles into thf Sand-spur?
Articles for the Sandspur are
typically 400-700 words in length
and must be submitted no later
than noon on the Monday prior to
the corresponding issue's publication. Submissions will be e-mailed
to TQinger@thesandspur.org and
aobernauer@rollins.edu.

Holt SGA Displays Visibitlit
GREG

EVANS

the sandspur

Where is the Sandspur?
The Sandtpur office is located on
the 2nd floor of the Mills building,
two floors above the post office.

How can I get involved
with the Sandspur?
Sandspur meetings are held
on Wednesday of every week at
6pm in the Sandspur office on the
2nd floor of the Mills Building.
Any questions can be e-mailed to
editor@thesandspur.org, and respective editors can be reached at
their Rollins e-mail addresses (first
initial, last name@rolIins.edu).

1000 Holt A v e n u e
Winter Park, FL 32789
Phone: (407) 646-2696
Editor#thesandspur.org

After m y column "Are Holt
Students Too Busy for Student
Government"
appeared
in
the Oct. 2, 2009 edition of The
Sandspur, I immediately began
to receive feedback from SGA
officers, members and numerous
Holt students. N o w that several
months have elapsed, I would
like to reexamine the role of the
Holt SGA and its visibility to the
Holt students it governs.
As the Spring 2010 semester
got underway, the Holt SGA
established
a
commanding
presence through numerous
communication
channels.
A flurry of e-mails barraged
the Holt school, and students
quickly came to realize that the
increasingly familiar "00000.
HOLTSGA" tag at the end of
an e-mail's subject line meant
the communication originated
from the Student Government

Association.
Students
who
access
Blackboard for class assignments
and information also found the
Holt SGA both more visible
and more accessible. Through
its own course-like Blackboard
listing, Holt SGA n o w makes
its meeting minutes, general
information,
and
senator
contacts available in a familiar,
easy to use format. A lively
discussion board also provides
an avenue for members and
students to discuss upcoming
events.
Certainly, the Holt SGA has
taken great measures to keep
itself at the forefront of student
life, but all of this visibility did
not come easily.
"The
Holt
Student
Government
Association
is
aware of the challenges that
we face due to our students'
busy schedules and lives," said
Jen Atwell, the association's
publicity editor.
Through email—a primary

communication
method
for
many busy Holt students—
Atwell pointed out that the
association continues to explore
n e w and innovative ways for
students to get involved.
"Video chatting in HHSGA
meetings is encouraged," she
said, "so students w h o live far
from campus can still participate
in meetings." In addition,
students serving in senator
positions take the association
directly to fellow students.
Atwell recognizes that the
challenges the Holt SGA faces
will not subside, and she remains
optimistic that the association
will continue to flourish. "The
HHSGA has begun to plan for
our future in every way, shape
and form," she declared. To
embrace the changing dynamics
in the m o d e r n economy, for
example, the association is in the
process of creating a program
that will allow students with an
interest in student government
to fill vacant positions as they

become available rather
waiting until the beginning
the next term.
The Holt SGAalsoconti
to relentlessly promote
In her e-mail to The Sandsf
Atwell
mentioned
association's involvement i
upcoming golf tournament]
twice-yearly Winter Part
Festival and even an upcom
car wash fundraiser.
This high visibility^
with the HHSGA's
streamlined accessibility
undoubtedly givetheassocij
a much-needed boost. It wiHj
perhaps, help HHSGAir><*
and students meet their
directive, according to A_
"As the Rollins College *
encourages us to ' ^
purpose. Find your pl^'1
HHSGA members - Exe
Board members, Senal
Holt students ~ are
to leave their individual1
on their time at Rotting
lives of Rollins students.

-The Rollins College Sandspur
February 5, 2010

OPINIONS

Tebow Talks
About Abortion

Boston University International Programs

BOSTON

BRENDAN
MONROE
the sandspur

abortion out- as an option.
Focus on the Family released
a statement last week which
stated that the commercial is
One firestorm that erupted merely a "celebration of family"
last week in the r u n - u p to the and a "celebration of life" and is
Feb. 7 Super Bowl match-up be- not trying to p u s h any political
tween the New Orleans Saints agenda. Yeah, sure - which exand Indianapolis Colts m a n a g e d plains exactly w h y Focus on the
to, at least briefly, overshadow all Family is the one sponsoring it.
talk of the game. O n e commerW h a t F.o.t.F. should have
cial set to air during the Super said is, well yes, of course we
Bowl has garnered controversy are trying to overturn Roe v.
for taking a view on the always- Wade, a n d this ad is an eastouchy subject of abortion. ily communicable way of getThe spot features Univ- ting our message across to
eristy of Florida quarterback the over 100 million viewers
Tim Tebow and his mother Pam. w h o watch the Super Bowl.
, The fact is, nobody outside of
O n the opposite end of the
; Focus on the Family, the Colora- spectrum you have women's
\ do based religious organization, groups and individuals, like
| and CBS, which requires viewing radical leftist Gloria Allred,
I of all potential Super Bowl ads w h o have come out vehementI for approval, have seen the ad. ly against the ad. On her part,
What the ad is r u m o r e d to Allred denies the factuality
\ contain is the story of a doc- of the story in the first place.
\ tor's recommendation in 1987
"One fact is that the act of
to a pregnant Pam Tebow while abortion is totally illegal in the
she was in the Philippines do- majority Catholic country of
ing mission work to get an the Philippines - u n d e r all cirabortion after her pregnancy cumstances including rape and
suffered complications. Obvi- incest, and even without a proously, Pam Tebow did n o t suc- vision in the circumstance that
cumb to the doctor's supposed the mother's life is in danger.
advice and instead gave birth
The law has been in efto Tebow, w h o as w e all know, fect since 1930." Allred goes
went on to win the Heisman. on to state that because of this,
The commercial s u p - a PruTippino doctor would
posedly focuses on Tebow's h a v e essentially .been breakfield accomplishments in or- ing the law in offering this ad|der to create an a r g u m e n t vice and carrying it out, as an
for why w o m e n should r u l e abortion in the country carries

www.bu.edu/abroad

Financial aid is available.

with it a six-year prison sentence and leads to the physician's license being revoked.
The^ risk, Allred argues,
is then too great for a doctor
in the Philippines to advise a
w o m a n to get an abortion and
it is fairly reasonable to say that
n o doctor in the country would
take this risk. This does call into
question some elements of the

story but until Pam Tebow is
interviewed and asked to iron
out these details, I will give
her the benefit of the doubt.
There are those w h o argue
that the Super Bowl should be
free of politics. I am sympathetic to this. But if you have
a problem with a 30-second
commercial spot then change
the channel. That goes for p o -

lineal rhetoric offensive to both
Republicans and Democrats. I
doubt this one commercial is
really going to convince anyone against his or her position
on the issue already. It is not
in fact the subject matter that
is offensive, b u t the idea that
Tebow's athletic accomplishments somehow make him a
more valuable h u m a n being.

o
A Threatened Democracy!
from their general treasuries to
engage in any form of political advertising for or against a
particular candidate. The rules
also provided timelines statPeople are allowed to m a k e ing that all political broadcasts
I mistakes. Indeed, this is an u n - funded by a corporation m u s t
avoidable fact about being h u - cease 30 days before an election.
The
five
conservaman. In the U.S., the Supreme
Court stands as the last line of de- tive justices of the Supreme
fense for reason a n d justice, a n d Court recently ruled that deis comprised of nine non-parti- cades of election laws such as
san individuals whose sole job these were unconstitutional.
"These prohibitions are
is to interpret the Constitution.
At least this is w h a t the Su- classic examples of censorship,"
preme Court is supposed to be. Justice Anthony Kennedy aptly
I admit, the Justices are not per- summarized in his opinion.
Citing the freedom to enfect, as demonstrated in a m u l titude of poor decisions such as gage in political speech as a
D
red Scott v. Sandford (1857) or pillar of our democracy, the
Bush v. Gore (2000). However, majority ruled that a corpom
its most recent decision, the ration m u s t be extended the
Supreme Court has exposed its same rights as an individual.
true colors as part of a perpetual N o w any corporation may use
game of political tug-of-war, unlimited funds from its treaexposing the facade of absolute sury to finance and distribute
neutrality as a long-lost ideal. political advertisements withOn Jan. 21, in Citizens Unit- out any timelines, meaning
ed v. Federal Election Commis- Americans will be seeing the
sion (2010), the Court, in a h e a t e d fiercest and most pejorative ads
V de cision, ruled that corpora- Up to the day of an election.
This decision has struck a
tions are to be granted the same
loud
chord among a significant
rights of political speech u n d e r
portion
of the American people,
fre First A m e n d m e n t as indim
a
n
y
of
w h o m believe this to
vidual citizens. Prior to this
be
a
sad
day for democracy.
decision, election laws stipu"The
Court's
ruling threatlated that corporations w o u l d
B
ens
to
u
n
d
e
r
m
i
n
e
the integrity
barred from using m o n e y
JON S T A M M
the sandspur

of elected institutions across
the nation. The p a t h it has taken to reach its outcome will, I
fear, d o damage to this institution," Justice John Paul Stevens
wrote in his opinion, speaking on behalf of the dissent.
Senator
Patrick
Leahy
(D-VT), chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee, also had
strong w o r d s about the "atrocity" committed on Jan. 21.
"The loud megaphones
that can be bought by corporate
money will d r o w n out the unamplified voices of individual
Americans," Leahy said in a
passionate plea to Congress.
Even President
Obama
himself, during the 2010 State
of the Union address, delivered a harsh jab to the Justices sitting right in front of
him, stating that their decision "will open the floodgates of special interest and
foreign corporate influence."
In response, one could see
Justice Samuel Alito muttering
u n d e r his breath "Not true."
Personally, I find this decision to be an affront to our
democratic process. However,
I do not think it is as dramatic
as some people make it out to
be. No, I d o not think politicians are going to start looking like NASCAR drivers,

painted with corporate logos.
A n d no, I d o not foresee a Chinese or Saudi takeover of America as a result of the decision.
"That said, there are still
some disconcerting implications of Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission. First,
the prices for advertisement
space during an election will
skyrocket, meaning that at least
one industry will flourish from
this decision. Second, there will
be more and more pejorative
ads the closer America gets to
an election day. Third, and what
I fear most, is the effect this will
have on smaller, local elections.
Imagine, right here in Orlando, that Disney wants to

build a monorail from its parks
to the Orlando International
Airport. What stands in its way
is a protected natural area. With
a few million dollars, Disney
could easily finance the ads and
generate the support necessary
for any candidate sympathetic
to its cause. Essentially, rather
than on the national level'where
recurring ads p u t a heavy drain
on corporate treasuries, on the
municipal (cheaper) level, any
company with enough cash can
essentially d r o w n out any election with politically charged ads,
virtually buying any sympathetic candidate for public office.
And this, I fear, is the future of American democracy.
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Battle of the Burqas: Truth Behind the Veil
burqa is a Muslim woman's
self-expression.
This a s ment is as effective as saying

BRENDAN

VERNON

MONROE

the sandspur

A French parliamentary
committee last month recommended the banning of full
veils, which have become a
staple in fundamentalist Islam.
The move comes six months
after French President Nicolas Sarkozy declared that the
burqa and other Islamic coverings such as the niqab, were
"not welcome" in France.
France notably has the European. Union's largest Muslim population, between 5 and
6 million, though only 2,000
women in the country wear the
controversial Islamic head coverings. This proportionately
small number is often cited by
opponents of a ban who argue
that it will only further isolate
a religious group which is already seen as overly reluctant
to assimilate in Europe, preferring to mass and form small
communities of their own
within cities like Paris or Lyon.
Advocates of the ban, the
sizable majority of the French
population, are of the opposite
opinion - that a ban should be
brought into effect while the
number of adherents to the fundamentalist Muslim tradition
are still relatively small. The
proposal comes amidst a time
of immense uncertainty and
trepidation as Europe is faced
with a growing Muslim population and influence. Whether
right or not, the brutal butchering of anti-Islamic filmmaker,
and the renowned painter's
great-grandson Theo van Gogh

MEIGS

the sandspur
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by a crazed Muslim fanatic,
and the burning and murder of
dozens of innocents following
the infamous Dutch cartoons
depicting the prophet Muhammad have revealed Islam as a religion in which criticism or even
caricature can lead to death.
The recent Swiss ban on
the construction of Minarets
was not the first such restriction, only the most recent. The
French implementation in 2004
of a ban on headscarves in
schools was truly the first major
step towards resisting extremism, while the proposed burqa
ban is merely an additional
step that needs to be taken in
order to defend secularism
and, yes, promote freedom.
You may laugh at the illusionary irony there but indeed, the freedom the ban is
promoting is the freedom of
women not to have to submit
to the rule of fundamentalist
law, and the ability to cast off
the unnecessary and misogynistic devices they have been
forced to don since childhood.
Whether they accept it now
or not is beside the point; they
must embrace what, to them,
is a revolutionary concept, that
women are equal. France, as it
always has, is leading the way.

Word on the street is that
France is considering banning
the burqa, the all-covering garment worn by Muslim women
as per the Islamic practice of
purdah, which prevents them
from being seen by men. French
President Nicolas Sarkozy has
stated that the burqa is "not welcome in France," as the garment
is seen not as part of a religious
practice but as a representation
of subservience and degrading
to women. Naturally, the issue is
divided between those w h o are
against the burqa because they
believe that it oppresses women
and those w h o defend it because
it is a woman's choice whether
or not to wear it. As I am very
much against the oppression of
women, I view the practice of
wearing the burqa as insane. Do
I support the ban of the burqa in
France or any other nation? No.
Before I am lumped in
with the "burqa choice" advocates, let me make it clear that
I believe that, given the choice
of wearing a burqa and being
free of it, choosing the burqa
is rather demented. Therefore,
I cannot say I support those
promoting the "choice" to w e a r
that particular article of clothing. I cannot stop anyone from
wearing one, nor would I want
to, but that fact does not prevent me from disapproving of it
or trying to argue that women
should toss them aside once
and for all. Essentially, I believe
in active persuasion against the
burqa, but not the banning of it.

Is JuicyCampus
Back on the Web?
ANONYMOUS
the sandspur

First there was Juicy Campus.com. With its close in
Feb. 2009 for financial reasons, a n e w virtual bathroom
wall arose: CollegeACB.com.
College ACB, or Anonymous
Confession Board, is set u p
similarly
to
JuicyCampus
and allows anyone with Internet access to search for his
or her college and create or
post on threads anonymously.
In its latest press release,
College ACB stated that it is
"a website that helps build
community and engenders the
open exchangeof information."
This is far from the truth.
At least for the Rollins boards

on the site. There is n o sense
of community or of a useful exchange of information.
Posts range from accusations
of promiscuity to ratings on
the attractiveness of the latest
pledge classes, and even to disputes on the biggest drug users.
Nearly every thread consists of
name-calling and false claims.
College ACB also said in a
press release that it differs from
what JuicyCampus was because
JuicyCampus "fostered superficial interactions, often derogatory and needlessly crude...By
contrast, the ACB consistently
hosts a higher level of discou*se—while still making room
for the occasional gossip post."
The occasional gossip post?
A higher level of discourse? A
browse through College ACB
will quickly reveal a complete
lack of high-level discourse.

A thread titled "mckean
girls" asks for a listing of the
most attractive girls in the
McKean residence hall. Names
are posted by various subscribers, and accusations of cheating on significant others and
name callings like "butterface"
(i.e., everything is attractive
about a girl except her face) are
made throughout the thread.
The participation of Rollins students on College ACB
does nothing but hurt the
campus community. One's college years are the time to start
acting a little more mature, not
regressing to middle schoollevel name-calling. If you are
one of the many contributors
to the Rollins boards on College ACB, stop hiding behind
your computer screen and
face reality: there are far better
things to do with your time.

COURTESY OF MCT CAMPUS
You may think, "But wouldn't
barming the burqa get rid of it
for good?" Are d r u g criminalization laws working? Are censorship laws doing anything
positive? Banning something
never really gets rid of it. If anything, a ban produces a mutant,
cancerous form of the original.
The burqa and the custom
of purdah, in my eyes and in
those of countless others, make
the statement that being a
woman is shameful, so women
must be hidden from the public
and from the eyes of men. This
practice only serves to remove
responsibility from men to behave in a civilized fashion, and
gives them some arbitrarily constructed excuse to be the "superior" gender. Furthermore,
those w h o claim Islam and purdah give "dignity" to women
are clearly brainwashed, or they
desire to maintain that illusion.
In the eyes of Muslims (and unfortunately enough, among various other religions and their
denominations), a woman's
"dignity" or "virtue" consists
of the suppression of her sexual
freedom and self-expression.
Of course, some say that the

that one's ideal political preference is to be placed on a plantation with whips and chains
Thatsaid, baimingtheburqa
will not be as effective in ending the practice as it would be
to continue to allow women to
walk freely away from it. Muslim women w h o wear burqas
still have their faith ingrained
in their heads, firmly believe
that donning the all-covering
garment is a sign of their faith,
and are quite convinced that
they are virtuous women for
observing purdah. What will
h a p p e n if the burqa is banned?
The Islamic community would
scream discrimination, kiss up
to political correctness, and rant
about h o w their religion is being persecuted. The sad thing is
that some people will sympathize with them, and that will
only bring a wave of people
converting to Islam inrebellion.
Imagine that: a world in which
oppressed women start a rebellious youth movement. It happened with drugs and alcohol.
Are we sensing^ a pattern yet?
On principle, I stand
against the burqa, but I hope
to persuade others of this view,
rather than legally enforce it.
Those w h o think that any government does a good job fixing
things are deluded. Overall, I do
not think that the French government should ban the burqa
just because it does not like it
A ban will not convince Muslim
w o m e n to abandon purdah. In
fact, active persuaders in a free
society could bring an end to
the practice by firmly convincing people that its observance
is an anti-female statement.

CHARLOTTE
NEW ALBUM
PRODUCED BY BECK
&
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"Charlotte Gainsbourg
is most definitely risen"
- Village Voice

"An acclaimed singer
songwriter"
- Vogue
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Boys' Bid Day
TJ F I S H E R
the sandspur
Friday, Jan. 29 was the
offidal Boys' Bid Day, and was
1 a ^ght to remember. The
L who had been offered a
bid from a fraternity gathered
j,, the Mills Building. Simultaneously the sororities (with
the exception of Sigma G a m m a
Jl arrived in the courtyard
Jetween the Mills Building and
the Campus Center with their
new pledges. Each sorority Chi Omega, Alpha Omicron
pi, Non Compis Mentis, Kappa
>lta, and Kappa Kappa Gami-had customized shirts for
the occasion, with themes such
as Jersey Shore and "It's Rain;Men."
While the boys got their
Is, the girls stood outside
singing and chanting s h o w i n g
camaraderie and community.
event was loud, and the
festivities were cheerful.
As each boy inside the
s Building received his bid,
he would run across the packed
courtyard and into the c a m p u s

center to join his n e w brothers
in the D a r d e n Lounge. Inside
they received their Bid Day
Shirts, a n d waited for the last of
the bids to be h a n d e d out. The
whole process took about 40
minutes, and by the end, nearly
every sorority girl on campus
h a d lost her voice. Towards the
end, the girls b e g a n chanting,
"Bring on the boys," and finally w h e n the last boy received
his bid a n d h a d r u n across the
courtyard, the sororities sectioned off to a create pathways
for the boys to r u n d o w n to
their frat house.
The celebration was a
festive event, a n d b r o u g h t all
of Rollins Greek life together.
Even non-Greeks showed u p to
watch the cheering a n d festivities, m a k i n g the event a campus
w i d e unifier. It was great to have
the opportunity to congratulate
all of the y o u n g m e n on their
admission to the fraternities,
an event that can be a collegechanging experience. Every boy
that received a bid that night is
sure to r e m e m b e r this night for
a long time.

COURTESY OF JULIE KLEMPF

BID DAY: Chi Omega's new pledge class at Corrin Hall after receiving their bids.

Women's Formal Recruitment
ALEXIS

NEU

the sandspur

Female
underclassmen
wearing their prettiest dresses,
some giggling from excitement,
some trembling from anticipation, scurry in small h u d d l e d
groups across campus as melodic chanting fills the air. As
an upperclassman, you have
seen this all before. As a nonparticipating
first-year,
you
look on in bewilderment. Sorority life has once again taken the campus by storm: it is
Women's Formal Recruitment.
As you m a y know, following unique tradition, Rollins College hosts both Men's
and Women's Formal Recruitm e n t process during the early
weeks of the spring semester,
unlike most large campuses
which hold their Formal Recruitment processes the week
preceding the first week of the
fall semester. There are m a n y
conflicting opinions surrounding Rollins' timing of Formal
Recruitment. AOII Senior and
Spring 2010 Recruitment Rho
G a m m a Susan Sullivan '10 believes that holding Formal Recruitment before or during the
COURTESY OF MCT CAMPUS
fall semester would prove more
A PLEA FOR HELP: Graffiti on a wall in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, in the
beneficial for first-year women.
middle of damage caused by the earthquake.
"Not only w o u l d Fall Recruitment provide these w o m en with a friend base first semester, it w o u l d also provide
them with a g r o u p of friends
d r a w i n g and silent auction, in
TJ F I S H E R
that are older to help them adaddition to donation centers at
the sandspur
just to college," Sullivan said.
the event.
Sullivan also argues that
A great addition to the fesRollins is coming together
sorority involvement would
yet again to fulfill our commit- tival will be the chance to w o r k
help improve first-years' grades
ment to global citizenship b y w i t h Change This World, a
first semester because of the achosting a music festival this Sat- c o m p a n y that h a s been sending
ademic support systems these
["% Feb. 6 at 4 p.m. at M a r y t h o u s a n d s of relief kits to Haiti.
organizations have in place,
™ Plaza. The Office of Com- Students will get the chance to
and could even help increase
i t y Engagement and Adri- help build these relief kits that
the college's retention rate.
1
Cohn (Class of 2010) have will be sent straight to Haiti.
Cloe M i m u n '12, a Kappa
een working for two weeks to The goal is to m a k e 5,000 relief
Delta, harbors mixed feelings
^ g campus together to help kits, each of which can feed six
about the timing of Rollins'
e
money for Haiti. They people.
Formal Recruitment: "Having
^
teamed u p with ROC,
"This is going to be a
Women's Formal Recruitment
W , Rollins Relief, Professor
great event to spend time with
during the spring semester gives
ostler's Foundations of the Ca- friends a n d family, have fun,
the w o m e n interested in Greek
^ a n class, Holt SGA, Spec- listen to some music, and help
Life the chance to form their
m
> CSA, and other organiza- our brothers and sisters in Haio w n opinions about each soror°ns to plan a great event.
ti," said Gabe Anderson, w h o
ity before entering recruitment.
The festival will include a works in the Office of C o m m u However, if Formal Recruithosted nity Engagement. Any quesment was hosted during the fall
b°Ueyball tournament
J Kistler's class with teams tions or concerns, including insemester, pledges would have
ori
quiries about volunteering, can
*ed by students at $5 per
more time to learn about their
Person. A market will be sell- be directed to Adrian Cohn,
newly-joined organization and
Adrianne
§ Plants, art, and other trin- acohn@rollins.edu,
develop deeper relationships
Benso, abenso@roUins.edu, or
with their n e w sisters throughl t h aU
roceeds to ben
efim
P
"
out the entire academic year."
Haiti. Local businesses will Gabe Anderson, gcanderson®
50
Formal Recruitment, or
contribute items for a prize rollins.edu.

Helping Haiti

"rush" as m a n y students have
come to call it, consists of four
days of inviting interested
w o m e n (termed potential n e w
members or PNM's) to experience a rare and exciting look
into the houses and traditions
of the various sororities across
campus, something that is normally forbidden to those outside of these exclusive societies. The week-long process is
capped off by a celebratory "Bid
Day," where PNM's w h o have
been successfully matched with
a sorority begin their pledging period to the society with
which they have been paired.
Courtney Duerig '10 and
Kelly Cowan '11, Co-Recruitment Chairs for Rollins' Panhellenic Council, have worked
h a r d to make this semester's
Women's
Formal
Recruitment a success. This year 125
w o m e n registered for recruitment, and in the end about 64
w o m e n joined one of the five
sororities that participate in
Women's Formal Recruitment
(Sigma Gamma Rho holds their
o w n very secretive recruitment
process). According to Duerig,
these numbers are pretty consistent with last year's n u m bers, although they are slightly
lower than the year before that.
Women's Formal Recruitment underwent some changes
this year. One of the rules consisted of blocking current sorority members' Facebook profiles
from the peering eyes of the
potential n e w members. Although in the past Panhellenic
has been strict about the p u b -

lic viewing content of sorority
members' Facebooks so as to
make sure n o PNM's decisions
were swayed, this year Panhellenic required that all sorority
members blocked their entire
Facebook profile from view
during the week of recruitment. Violators of this n e w rule
were subject to a fine of $200.
Another
change
that
took place was the time that
the bids were received by the
PNM's on Bid Day. Last year
sorority bids, or invitations to
pledge, were given out to potential n e w members on the
Saturday following
recruitment at around noon. This
year, bids were not received b y
PNM's until 6 p.m. on Saturday.
A c c o r d i n g to D u e r i g , " W e

did change the time the bids were
given out because the chapters
ran out of things to do with their
n e w girls last year w h e n they
got their girls around noon."
Although the P N M retention rate during recruitment
week was not as good as Duerig would have hoped, she
believed that the potential of
open recruitment had a large
influence over the amount of
girls w h o decided to drop.
"Freshmen believe that
[open recruitment] is a comm o n thing and that it is easier
to join in the fall," said Duerig.
"We hope to change this opinion for next year so girls don't
have that incentive to drop out
of the process. When more girls
stay in the process it increases
quota, or the n u m b e r of girls
that each sorority can take."

Big City Style Apartment H o m e s
Urban Life & Sophisticated Style
the Heart of The Winter Park Village.
We are located directly, above Cheesecake Factory,, and
within walking distance to P.F. Chang's, Regal Cinemas,
Brio Tuscan Grille, Borders, Ulta Salon, and Publix...
just to name a few!
Stop by today or call 407.644.5638 to schedule a tour.
520 North Orlando Avenue
Winter Park, FL 32789
Visit us at: www.theloftswpv.com
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Current Poet Laureate Pays a Vi
book entitled The Best of It: New
and Selected Poems (2010).
the sandspur
Kay Ryan has received
several awards for her work. These
include: the Ruth Lilly Poetry
O n Thursday, Jan. 28, the Foundation Prize, a Guggenheim
esteemed poet Kay Ryan graced Fellowship, an Ingram Merrill
the campus with her presence. Foundation Award, a fellowship
For those w h o are not familiar from the National E n d o w m e n t
with Kay Ryan, she was born for the Arts, the Union Leaguein California and grew u p in Poetry Prize, the Maurice English
the San Joaquin Valley and the Poetry Award, and three Pushcart
Mojave Desert. She attended the Prizes. In addition, Kay's w o r k
University of California in Los has been selected for The Best
Angeles and from there, received American Poetry four times, and
a master's degree. Her poetry was also included in The Best of the
collections include: Dragon Acts Best American Poetry 1988-1997.
to Dragon Ends (1983), Strangely
Entertainment Weekly n a m e d
Marked Metal (1985), Flamingo Kay to the "It List," and her
Watching (1994), Elephant Rocks works have appeared in The New
(1996), Say Uncle (2000), The Yorker, The Yale Review, and m a n y
Niagara River (2005), and her n e w other
renowned
magazines.
One of Kay's most recent
and
possibly
most
important awards was her
appointment in 2008 to
the Library of Congress's
sixteenth Poet Laureate
Consultant in Poetry.
To begin her visit,
Kay Ryan o p e n e d - with
her p o e m "Is it Modest?"
which
she
explained,
reminds her of Florida for
it entails desirable climate
characteristics. Next, Kay
shared her poem, "Spring"
which encompassed Kay's
description of h o w she
is uncertain as to w h y
change occurs, as with the
changing of the seasons.
Kay continued to read
her poetry, b u t w h e n
she reached one entitled
"When
Fishing
Fails,"
she described her interest
in
murder
mysteries.
Courtesy of Rollins.edu Because of this interest,

DODIE

O'KEEFE

Kay would take epigraphs from
other stories and then base her
poems off of them. This was the
case with "When Fishing Fails;"
Kay took an epigraph from one of
her favorite mysteries, Death has
no Sportsmen, and wrote a poem.
It was evident during Kay's
reading and dialogue that she is
very funny; there were laughs
from the audience for the entirety
of her visit.
During the question and
answer portion of the night,
Kay received both insightful
and comedic questions that she
tried her best to answer. T h e
first question asked Kay w h o
she would choose if she could be
anyone else. She responded that
she would like to be Ben Catcher,
a cartoonist. She then explained
that w h e n she was young, she
read a lot of comic books a n d
was often involved in trading
them. A more difficult question
asked Kay h o w m u c h rejection
she received before acceptance.
Kay explained that her w o r k was
almost exclusively rejected for
about 20 years. She p r o v i d e d
an analogy relating her w o r k
to monopoly, in that mediocre
magazines accepted it at first,
b u t she h a d to ascend the latter
of hierarchy slowly. Lastly, Kay
was asked if she found herself to
be coming or going.
In response to the s o m e w h a t
ambiguous question, Kay replied
that she was "going." You m a y
assess her answer in your o w n
way. For those of y o u w h o w e r e
unable to attend Kay Ryan's visit,
d o not f r e t , for A n d r e G. D u b u s
will be on c a m p u s February
Courtesy o
4, and Barry Lopez will finish
off the Winter w i t h the Writers MEET AND GREET: Kay Ryan mingles with students, facult
season on February 11
guests after a reading on campus.

Andre Dubus III on Writing and
Andre D u b u s III is the author of four books, Bluesmen, The Cagekeeper and Other Stories, House of Sand
and Fog, and Garden of Last Days. House of Sand and Fog catapulted D u b u s onto the literary scene after
his books were chosen as Oprah's Book Club selections. Released as a movie in 2003, d e b u t director
Vadim Perelman's screenplay garnered sixteen film award nominations, including three A c a d e m y A w a r d
nominations. Dubus's m o s t recent novel, Garden of Last Days, revolves a r o u n d the happenstance encounter
of April, a night club stripper and single mother working h a r d at a demeaning job to m a k e a better life
for her child, and Bassam al-Jazani, a Saudi jihadist with plenty of cash and zealous j u d g m e n t s to t h r o w
around. Sex, honor, parenthood and masculinity burst from the page over a sultry, Florida w e e k e n d before
one of the most tragic and life-altering events of recent history, the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks.
A n d r e a n d I spent 45-minutes chatting about writing and the writing process. W h a t follows is an excerpt of
our conversation.

GLENDA
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rl Talk in Women's Studies
filled to the brim with eager
faculty a n d staff ready to learn
about Talcott's studies until
there w a s only standing room.
« Jan. 26, marked the Her presentation was n a m e d
three part Women's "El Aire es Nuestro": Gender,
Culture, a n d Resistance A m o n g
Panel
jgP. Johnson Distinguished Indigenous Youth in Southern
all of which are Mexico. For t w o years, Talcott
in
southern
Mexico
|of Rollins. The three d a y -lived
studying
the
struggles
of
n
inning
ice
a
comrnunity
radio
in
rural
Dr. Molly Talcott
Mexico,
specifically
The
Network
[ie Lacasamana '93,
Indigenous
Comrnunity
Gilmore '00. D r of
itation Tuesday Radios of Southwest Mexico.
[Tuesday at 5:00 p.m.
The presentation focused o n
the life of the youths w h o r a n the
fairly large classroom radio stations, a n d it introduced
FISHER
• sandspur

some of the background of the
situation in Mexico. The state is
extremely repressed, as well as
tunning into what Talcott called a
militarized polyarchy, which h a d
led to media privatization and
consolidation.
The reasons for Talcott's
studies are rooted in many
places, including the emergence
of a gender equity and h u m a n
rights culture in the youth, as
well as the coming of age of a new
generation, and examining what
the newest generation is capable
of. Above all, Talcott took an
interest in the youths, and made
a bond with those w h o ran the

community stations.
Throughout the seminar,
Talcott also talked about the
shift towards women's rights
in Southern Mexico, as well
as the growing popularity of
educational, local community
stations. With messages that
encourage human rights and
safe sex, the radio stations
were working to assist their
community. A big message
supported by the station was
sexual rights, talking about safe
sex, love, and relationships.
Talcott said at the commencement
of her presentation that it was all
about having an alternative use
for public airwaves, and in a way
that is much more productive for
those in the community.
In the question and answer
session that followed, Talcott said
that she was surprised by the
prevalence of h u m a n rights in the
network, as well as the oppressive

nature of the government against
the media in Mexico. For instance,
the military patrol the station as a
threat to the community show. In
such situations, the community
often comes out to the station and
stands u p against the military,
to show support for their local
radio. As for expansion of such
community stations, many are
popping u p all over rural Mexico,
creating a positive environment
for people to live in, and even
making a community where
people do not have to migrate in
order to live a civil life.
In closing, TalcotA explained
that these stations were almost
constantly in testing mode,
something here in the United
States we would call pirating the
airwaves. Also, these stations
demonstrate a generational shift
where women are accepted,
and cultural restoration and
preservation is highlighted.

Rollins Keeps
the Dream Alive
MEGHAN

THOMAS

the sandspur
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Historically,
The
MLK
celebration
at Rollins
only
consisted of a dinner held by
BSU. Two years ago, the Rollins
community rallied around the
idea of a weeklong celebration
that included
faculty,
staff,
CHRISTIAN KEBBEL/ the sandspur students, and Central Florida
community members. This year,
:CRITIQUE: Featured (from left to right) is Holt student Frankie Mastrangelo, speaker Anne LacJan. 14-18, the Martin Luther
jind Director of Rollins College Office of Multicultural Affairs, Mahjabeen Rafiuddin.
King, Jr. Celebration at Rollins
and was the largest yet. The fiveday event was filled with social
justice and civil rights related
activities that were organized
by many groups and offices on
campus, including the Offices of
Student Involvement Leadership,
Community Engagement, and
Multicultural
Affairs
with
student organizations such as
Black Student Union, NCORE
Student Delegation, and ACE.
O n Thursday, there was a d r u m
circle in front of the campus
center during common hour, led
by Jason Isla and his company,
Giving World Percussion. Many
students dropped by for a chance
to bang on a d r u m for a few
minutes. That night, there was
a performance by the Center
for Contemporary Dance called
"Colours of Courage" in Annie
Russell Theatre. On Friday, Jan.
15, BSU hosted a documentary
and dialogue. The documentary
was a heart wrenching film called
Two Towns of Jasper, about a black
man named James Byrd w h o
was tied to a truck and dragged
three miles to his death in Jasper,
Texas in 1998. After the film,
there was a discussion that ended
with everyone present gathering
in a circle, holding hands, and
pledging hope and change for the
future. Saturday was the day of
service. In the morning, Rollins
students and staff joined Central
Florida community
members
wdth H a n d s on Orlando to help
beautify Pine Hills Elementary

School. In the evening, Rollins
hosted a documentary, dialogue,
and dance party for teens with
the Boys and Girls Club of
Orlando. The youngsters were
so excited to be at Rollins and to
interact with students, especially
breaking it down on the dance
floor with members of the Rollins
community. Sunday, Jan. 17 was
the Spoken Word and Drum
Circle night. Rollins students,
staff,
and
Central
Florida
community members gathered
to hear poetry and music by local
artists as well as Rollins students.
After the Spoken Word, there was
an interactive d r u m circle led by
Jason Isla, which many students
and community members took
part in.
Finally, the week culminated
with the MLK Vigil on Monday,
Jan. 18. This event had almost
300 students, faculty,
staff,
and community members in
attendance. The Greek community
at Rollins contributed largely to
the event; they devoted time and
energy into making the whole
week a success. They collaborated
to form a Fraternity and Sorority
choir that performed beautifully.
All the MCs for the evening were
members of Rollins Greek life.
Regarding Greek involvement,
Mahjabeen Rafiuddin, director
of the Office of Multicultural
Affairs, stated, "As a comnriunity,
they rallied for diversity and
they love Dr. King's legacy and
life and want to see it manifested
at Rollins." There were several
distinguished speakers, including
Tony Jenkins, President Duncan,
and Adis Vila. There were also
several musical performances
and a praise dance performed by
students Cherisse Hagood, (Class
of 2012), and Yvie Saint-Louis,
(Class of 2013). The entire week
ended with a candlelight vigil on
Mills Lawn led by Dean Powers.
It was a beautiful and touching
ceremony filled with words of
wisdom and love.
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Mr. Marmalade "Spanks" the Fred Stone
PETER

TRAVIS

the sandspur

Over the years, The Fred
Stone Theatre has earned the
slogan "Spank Your Mind" due
to its commitment to plays containing x-rated elements, unconventional forms and edgy
topics. The most recent production on The Fred Stone, Noah
Haidle's
"Mr.
Marmalade,"
lived u p to the naughty slogan
in every way. Last Thursday,
"Mr. Marmalade" opened to a
packed house, and I think it is
fair to say that before the show
was over, everyone's mind had
officially been spanked.
Mr. Marmalade tells the
story of a peculiar four-year-old
girl named Lucy, played by Alex
Richmond (Class of 2010), and
her wild imagination. When
Lucy's promiscuous
mother
goes on a date for the night,
Lucy has to occupy herself and
her mind for the night while being half-heartedly watched by
her babysitter. Throughout the
night, the audience is introduced
to a handful of wacky characters
including Larry, the five-yearold who made the youngest

suicide attempt in history, Mr.
Marmalade, Lucy's imaginary
friend, and a talking cactus and
sunflower. In Lucy's mind, Mr.
Marmalade is a businessman
w h o is always working and
never has enough time to play
with her. He also has a number
of bad habits such as cocaine
abuse, porno infatuation, and a
nasty temper. Eventually, Mr.
Marmalade upsets Lucy with
his d r u g abuse and Larry, Lucy's
new-found friend, comes to her
rescue. Eventually, Mr. Marmalade kills himself, which allows
Lucy to let go of him and play
dodgeball with Larry, an odd
but ultimately happy ending.
The individual performances were superb and created
a heightened playing style in
which the audience was able to
believe the wacky goings-on of
Lucy's imagination. Richmond
shined as the leading lady (or
girl). Her playful nature and
quick temperament allowed her
to bring the four-year-old to life
on stage. Brian Hatch (Class of
2011) played the sheepish, ultimately heroic, Larry. His careful physical characterization of
the suicidal child was superb,
reminding the audience of many
silly things they used to do
when they were younger. Ryan
Lambert (Class of 2012) played

MAGNETIC
p i c i pjQ

the slimy Mr. Marmalade, a role
that showcased his ability to call
u p o n a wide range of emotional
extremes. Casey Ottinger (Class
of 2010) performed the role of
Bradley, Mr. Marmalade's personal assistant. Ottinger created
a very sincere and proper character that played well against the
wackiness in the rest of the play.
In one of the funniest scenes,
Dustin Schwab (Class of 2010)
and Amanda Leakey (Class of
2010) brought to life two imaginary plants, a sunflower and a
cactus, starting a spontaneous
food fight onstage.
The show was directed by
Rob Yoho (Class of 2010). Yoho
successfully managed to orchestrate staging, set and sound elements, telling a clear story of
lost innocence, youthful loneliness, and the importance of
friendship. Even though the set
pieces were quite simple, a futon
and four blocks, Yoho created
a plethora of interesting stage
pictures that set u p hilarious
scenes. The Fred Stone Theatre
is completely run and directed
by students, setting it apart from
the Annie Russell Theatre's main
stage productions. Mr. Marmalade went above and beyond the
expectations of the Fred Stone
and was truly a show of mainstage quality.

Seven Kingdoms Reign
VERNON

MEIGS
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H A N N A H WHITE A N D MORGAN WILLIAMS/ thei

"SPANKS": The cast of Mr. Marmalade give a stunning perfoi
mance of the seemingly controversial tale of a young girl and
imaginary friends.

Last semester, The Sandspur was able to include an interview and a reflection on the
listening party of the brand n e w
album by Orlando epic metal
band Seven Kingdoms and noted the advancements in the music after their lineup changes.
The new album, the eponymous
"Seven Kingdoms," has since
been released on their Website,
www.sevenkingdoms.net
and
also on the online u n d e r g r o u n d
music retailer, CD Baby.
Seven Kingdoms released
their debut album, "Brothers of
the Night," in 2007. The band,
including
former
members
singer Bryan Edwards, bassist
Cory Stene, and keyboardist
John Zambrotto, was able to attract a great degree of attention
despite being an underground,
up-and-coming band, and was
noted for their well-balanced
mix of melodic power metal
and also death-metal elements,
producing an epic overall sound
that was u p to par even with artists w h o were performing in the
genre long before them.
After the aforementioned
three had left, the n e w Seven
Kingdoms lineup had become
guitarists Camden Cruz and
Kevin Byrd, drummer Keith
Byrd, bassist Miles Neff, and
singer Sabrina Valentine. The
prominent difference from the
past lineup, a female vocalist,
has led to a degree of skepticism
as to the band's direction by fans
before the release of the n e w

material (Sabrina Valentine h a d
The band has describe^
originally signed on as co-singer that Brothers of the Night as
with Bryan Edwards, however less organized studio effort
Edwards left d u e to the differ- that the members entered tl
ences in that respect). However, studio just to do it and mal
w h e n the songs from the n e w al- songs without much of a
b u m were p u t out for all to hear, plan besides the album conce^
the skeptics stood corrected as which was based on the work
Sabrina's voice worked not only
well, but downright perfect for time they did have a plan,
the n e w music.
as a result the songwriting
The noticeable influences much more diverse, from rock
in Valentine's style are elements ers, power metal tunes,
of Celine Dion, A m y Lee from that fall in the extreme meti
Evanescence, and Cristina Scab- territory, and even a piano
bia from Lacuna Coil. Some lad. The overall sound, 1
of the best examples of these ever, is that which is epitomizi:•
elements are "Somewhere Far by the given genre of Sevei
Away," "Vengeance by the Sons Kingdoms: "American Epic
of a King," the piano-driven "A Iodic Power Metal." If for
Murder Never Dead," the rock- soaring epic melodies, thehea1
er "Wolf in Sheep's Clothes," ily driven metal riffs, or eve
K
and "Into the Darkness." Some for the female vocals that set
moments involve full, powerful b a n d in a truly unique niche
singing and others remind the the genre, everyone should gi
listener perhaps of the "Titanic" this b a n d a shot. You will
soundtrack. All members share nitely find something to li
in gang-chorus backing vo- Seven Kingdoms.
cals, best perhaps
M
expressed on the
title track "Seven
Kingdoms" in the
chorus. The death
growl vocals have
taken a backseat
considerably
on
this album, which is
another sharp contrast to the material
on 2007's "Brothers of the Night,"
in which the lead
vocalist shared in
equally the clean
and death vocal duties. O n the n e w album/ they are perCOURTESY OF SEVENKJNGDOMS1
formed by the n e w ORLANDO'S MUSICAL GENUIS: Their
bassist Miles Neff.
new album, available on their Website-
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DOWN

ACROSS

Kevin Spacey has a mid-life crisis.
Woody Harrelson loves his twinkies
Heroin Bob in Salt Lake.
Tyler Durden.
Bart takes on racism.
It wasn't over. It still isn't over.
A superhero discovers the evil plot of a
former coworker.
1998 war movie.
Christine has problems with her
obsessive voice teacher.
A love story set in Wyoming mountains

2.
4
5.
7.
9
\Q
12.
14.

Harrison Ford's first movie.
J. J. Abrams' out of this world
movie.
Here's looking at you, Kid.
Disturbing sequel to classic play.
Will Ferrell movie.
Jack and Rose's wild ride.
Bruce Willis and Leonardo Di
Vinci.
The
of all Fears.

Legoland: Building a Future in Central Florida
KENDALL B E R C A W
the sandspur

h a press release Jan. 21,
Merlin Entertainments G r o u p
PG) announced a multipon dollar investment in
ae
world's largest family tourJacation destination-central
|ida-with the opening of
ioland by the end of next
ear
- MEG purchased the forCypress Gardens t h e m e
k
m Winter Haven, located
oximately one h o u r south°f Rollins. The property
f mpasses 145 acres that will
Fansformed into Legoland
'ejl as a water park a n d hisF | b °tanical gardens. MEG
!f
or all-in C l u s i v e resort des1
Z ? 8 with the Legoland conV- That means it is likely that
commodations will eventuy be included in the approxi-

mately $100 million investment
u s e d to improve the preexisting
site's infrastructure. .
The n a m e Merlin Entertainments G r o u p might not
seem familiar, b u t their other
attractions certainly are. The
c o m p a n y only currently employs 13^500 people b u t impacts
38 million visitors worldwide.
W h e n Legoland Florida opens
it is expected to bring another
t h o u s a n d jobs to Central Florida. That is m u c h needed n e w s
d u r i n g o u r current recession!
But h o w d o w e k n o w that Legoland will be a hit w h e n we already offer a plethora of world
class attractions and entertainm e n t offerings geared toward
families? MEG has done its research.
Data the g r o u p collected
over a n u m b e r of years has
s h o w n that there is a high recognition of the Legoland Park
b r a n d in Central Florida along

with a 90 percent intention
to visit by families in the target market. Legoland caters
to families with children ages
2-12. Legoland Florida will be
the 2nd Legoland Park to open
in the United States. The first
opened in California in 1999.
That park has been voted the
country's best children's theme
park by A m u s e m e n t Today for
six years consecutively. It has
also been recognized as the fastest growing theme park in the
United States with increased
visitor n u m b e r s yearly, u p by
6 percent just last year. That
m a y seem like a small number,
b u t in today's economy, the industry saw attendance d r o p by
0.4 percent worldwide. MEG
promises that Legoland Florida
will have a distinct Florida flair.
It will be the largest Legoland
Park ever, offering more than 50
attractions and shows a n d key
interactive elements.

In the press release, Governor Charlie Crist shared, "We
are extremely h a p p y that the
future of Cypress Gardens is
secure. Legoland is one of the
most exciting names in family
attractions and a welcome n e w
addition to Florida."
Bob English, chairman of
Polk County Commissioners,
said, "We are looking forward
to working closely with Merlin.
Their record speaks for itself.
All of u s at both local and state
level really welcome their exciting plans for the site, the jobs
this project will create, and their
cornmitment to the county long
term."
MEG is Europe's n u m b e r
one visitor attraction operator
and second worldwide to The
Walt Disney Company. MEG
is the fastest growing player in
the industry. The company is
privately owned, primarily by
N e w York's Blackstone Group,

which paid $195 million for
most of Merlin in 2005. Just five
years later, Merlin's reported
revenues are topping $1.3 billion. There are speculations that
MEG is contemplating an initial
public offering. Shares could
potentially rise to $3.3 billion.
A n d it is no coincidence that
Blackstone Group already has
investments in Central Florida
with Universal Studios Theme
Parks, Sea World and Busch
Gardens Theme Parks. Could
that potentially mean a triple
threat - Universal Studios,
SeaWorld and Legoland u n d e r
the MEG versus Walt Disney
World? Only time will tell, b u t
the competition will bring two
great things to our community:
increased, prolonged tourist
traffic, meaning more funds
driven into the local economy,
and increased job opportunities
with a viable stakeholder in the
hospitality industry.
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The Grammys: A Night of Glitz and Glamoui
MELANIE
WEITZNER
the sandspur
The 52nd Annual Grammy
Awards was broadcasted Sunday at 8 p.m. and it was quite
the spectacle, as far as celebrities congratulating other celebrities goes.
Most of the performances
were in true Grammys fashion:
over the top. The show kicked
off with an energetic and predictably avant-garde performance from Lady Gaga. Clad in
a glittering green leotard with
matching skyscraper heels and
trademark sunglasses^ Lady
COURTESY OF MCT CAMPUS
Gaga performed a part of her
PAINT
THE
TOWN
GREEN:
Green
Day
performs a cover of "21st
hit song "Poker Face" before
Century
Breakdown"
with
the
cast
of
the
new, Green Day inspired,
being tossed into a fake fire by
a backup dancer. She emerged musical "American Idiot."
from the ashes covered in soot
and played on a conjoined incorporates Green Day's songs Waters," in honor of the victims
piano with, the legendary Sir in its performances. Together, of the recent Haiti earthquake.
Elton Jofm. They performed a they sang Green Day's hit song One of the more out-there perduet consisting of Lady Gaga's "21 Guns" from their most re- formances was by Pink, w h o
"Speechless" and Elton John's cent and n o w Grammy win- sang "Glitter in the Air" while
"Your Song," with Sir John belt- ning rock album, "21st Century simultaneously, you guessed it,
ing out his song's iconic phrase Breakdown." It was interest- spinning around suspended in
with a n e w twist: " H o w won- ing to see the once tough-edge the air, nearly n u d e and covered
derful life is with Gaga in the band merge with Broadway in glitter in a true Cirque d u Soworld!" Later, Jennifer Lopez style vocals. A more touching leil fashion. Her act simply stole
introduced Green Day and the performance came from Andrea the show from all the other perBroadway cast of the upcoming Bocelli and Mary J. Blige's duet formances.
play "American Idiot," which of "Like a Bridge Over Troubled
Some of the other performances did not stand out as
m u c h as the others. Beyonce's
performance of "If I Were A Boy"
and her rendition of Alanis Morissette's "You Oughta Know"
were not as exciting as her past
performances. Surrounded by
men dressed in combat outfits,

FUNNY MAN: Stephen Colbert made a splash as the comediai
hosted the 2010 Grammy Awards.
she danced around the stage
and simply sang; not too impressive for the Grammys. The Black
Eyed Peas also failed to impress.
Dressed in futuristic outfits with
a background of w h a t looked
like dancers in leftover h u m a n stereo Halloween costumes, the
usually outrageous g r o u p did
nothing too over the top other
than sing and j u m p around.
Yet, the greatest fail did not
come from any of the performers that took the G r a m m y stage.
The greatest fail came from the
Grammys itself. In an attempt to
w o w the crowd, the G r a m m y s
hosted a 3-D Michael Jackson
tribute by having Celine Dion,
Usher,
Carrie
Underwood,
Smokey Robinson, and Jennifer
H u d s o n sing the late King of
Pop's "Earth Song" with a video

montage of nature images plaj-j
ing in the background. Just
problem: if you did not hap
to stop by your local Target
and pick u p a pair of sped
g r a m m y 3-D glasses, the enl
tribute performance was a
eye-sore, literally. If you 1
ever taken off your 3-D glas:
during a movie or some cr;
Universal Studios ride,
k n o w the feeling of your
hurting from trying to adjust
a blurry screen. I give the Gr;
m y s credit for honoring
Michael Jackson and trying
be innovative, but it just was
that practical to expect the
lions of viewers to remember
go pick u p a pair of 3-D glasi
These minor blips aside,
Grammys once again imprei
the audience.

COURTESY OF MCT CAMPUS

UP IN THE AIR: top Pink stole
the show as she performed over
the heads of the speechless
audience, bottom Taylor Swift
cleaned up at the Grammys,
COURTESY OF MCT O
winning four awards, including BEAUTY AND THE BEAST: Katy Perry and Alice Cooper present
the prestigous Album of the Year R o e k Album of the Year award, which went to Green Day ftjrt
most recent album "21st Century Breakdown.
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Athletes Make the Grade
JESS

PRESSLEY
the sandspur

great because I'm an athlete. I
always have somewhere to be,
so there isn't a lot of time for
procrastination. I spend a lot of
m y time sleeping! I don't watch
a lot of TV and I don't have a
What do Page Cottrell, Ian lot of d o w n time. But I still find
| ^ and Krishna Mingos have time for a good social life."
I [ common? They are great
Ian Scott (Class of 2011)
Merits and tremendous ath- is one of the quickest guards
[ues who balance their time on the men's basketball team.
1
efficiently. They also hold a Scott, an International Relaj combined 3.7 cumulative grade tions major, spends more than
point average. H o w do they do 10 hours a week on his studies,
' Talking to Cottrell, Mingos, and 20 hours a week on basketI Scott gave me a better un- ball. I asked Scott if he ever felt
handing.
physically exhausted from his
Page Cottrell (Class of gruesome schedule.
11) is a volleyball star, and is
"Sometimes I feel a little exioring in Education. Cottrell hausted. W h e n I d o have some
nds 18 hours a week prac- free time I try and relax by the
ng volleyball while she is in pool or watch a good movie so
son, and nine hours a week that I'm physically ready for the
upcoming week," Scott replied.
during the off-season.
When asked w h e n she h a d
Lastly, women's basketball
to study or have a social standout Kristina Mingos (Class
, Cottrell said that "Studying of 2012) does it all, from makI school work always comes ing steals to taking three-point
t My time management is shots, and she still manages

ROLLINSSPOKTS.COM

KEEPING UP WITH ATHLETICS AND ACADEMICS: (From left to right) Ian Scott, Kristina Mingos, and
Page Cottrell are all Rollins athletes who have maintained a combined 3.7 GPA while staying on track
with their sports and social lives.
to maintain a 4.0 cumulative
grade point average. Mingos,
a Biology major, is planning on
attending dentistry school. She
shared with me h o w she maintains a perfect GPA and is a top

performer on the court.
"It's really important to
have daily schedules and organization. I usually get u p early
and do some homework then go
to classes. After class, I go home

and do more homework before
practice. At practice, I work really hard and am always trying
to get better. After basketball, I
spend most of my night in the
library studying," Mingos said.

avre Dances with Retirement Again
PETER T R A V I S
the sandspur

Well, it is that time of year
igain. The time of the year w h e n
iportscenter is not allowed to
;o on the air unless they menion the words "Favre" and "re:ement" at least 20 times. With
ie Vikings out of the playoffs,
Irett Favre is faced with the
lecision to play another year,
•tire, or just straight u p lie
'out it. In the past, Favre has
proven that he can pretty m u c h
do whatever the hell he wants
when it comes to career choices.
Two years ago, he retired from
the Green Bay Packers. Then
he unretired in order to play
for the New York Jets. After a
disappointing season with the
fas, he retired again, for good
Ws time, he said. But, low and
ehold, Favre unretired once
Pin to join the Minnesota Vi;s, a division rival of his old
ers squad. He was even
to sucker his way out of
g camp, joining the team
d-August.
Now, after a storybook seathat was filled with MVP
and capped by a r u n to the
championship, Favre is
again contemplating reent. Vikings' H e a d Coach
Childress announced last
that he has no intention
[tt
ing a deadline on Favre's
;i
on. "I don't know. It's u p
~\ but it's not a deal where
!d
to put a gun at his head
sa
y, 'I need to k n o w in a
:, two weeks, two m o n t h s /
d Childress last Tuesday.
v
re has not respected
ldli
nes in the past in terms
retirement decisions, so for
^ d r e s s to set one might seem
°gical. Favre has said that he

will discuss his options with
his family and hopes to come
to a decision sooner rather than
later: "I a m going to go home,
a couple of days and just talk it
over with the family."
Favre did say that .his return was "highly unlikely," b u t
that came immediately after a
devastating loss to the N e w Orleans Saints in the NFC Championship game. Favre was hit
h a r d countless times in w h a t
was an extremely physical NFC
championship. H e then went on
to t h r o w an interception with
u n d e r a minute to play that essentially cost the Vikings the
game and a trip to the Super
Bowl.
Besides the Vikings' last
game, Favre's season could
not have gone better. The Vikings finished 12-4, aided by
Favre's 4,202 passing yards and
33 touchdowns. H e set career
bests in categories such as fewest interceptions (7), completion
percentage (68.4), and passer
rating (107.2). "The year could
not have gone any better, aside
from u s not going to Miami,"
Favre told the media.
Meanwhile, the Vikings
have to start thinking about the
future with or without Favre. If
Favre retires, they have Tavaris
Jackson and veteran Sage Rosenfels as replacement options.
Jackson has led the Vikings to
the playoffs before, and the organization is confident that he
has learned a lot from watching
Favre play this year. Also, there
have been talks of the Vikings
trying to make a deal with the
Philadelphia Eagles for QB
Donovan McNabb, a move that
w o u l d seriously shake u p the
NFC. However, there is always
the possibility that the good ol'
indecisive Brett Favre gets an NFL GLORY BOY: Favre plays, potentially, some of the last games of his NFL career. Whether Favre will
u r g e to return to the field once
be seen on the field next season is still in question. He is consulting with his family before making a decitraining camps are u n d e r way
sion and will hopefully have a decision for football fans soon.
next season.
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Super Bowl XLIV Heads to Miami, FL
HANA

SAKER

the sandspur

Super Bowl XLIV will be
played this Sunday, Feb. 7, 2010
at Sun Life Stadium in Miami
Gardens,

that they are the teams that will
not give up, reigning victorious
as a result of comebacks late in
the game, which have been the
result of the teams' quarterbacks
taking over.
Hence, this matchup will
essentially be a battle between
two great quarterbacks, for
both are passionate students of

receivers.
From the entertainment perspective, this year's Super Bowl
pregame and halftime show
promise to be over the top. To
commence the festivities, Carrie
Underwood will sing the National Anthem, and Queen Latifah will sing "America the Beautiful." For the halftime show,
The Who

Florida. The "This will be the Saints' first Super Bowl appearance wiiibeper-

Indianapolis
a
in the history of the franchise, while it will be the forming
Colts, led by
medley of
Colts' fourth."
quarterback
their greatPeyton Manest hits. So
ning
with
tune in on
Head Coach Jim Caldwell, will the game. Manning is a poten- Super Bowl Sunday and make
face off against the 1tewOrleans tial future Hall of Famer and is sure not to miss any of the acSaints, headed by Drew Brees often considered to be the best tion!
and coached by Sean Payton, at quarterback to play the game so
6:30 p.m. This will be the Saints' far, while Brees is another one of DOWNTOWN WINTER
first Super Bowl appearance the greats. They are both generPARK LIVING!
in the history of the franchise, als of their teams and undoubtPark East/Park Knowles
while it will be the Colts' fourth. edly two of the hardest working
Apartments is 1 block
The Saints have a 13-3 regular quarterbacks in professional
from Park Ave and
season record, in comparison to football. In the end, it is going
to come down to which quarterthe Colts' 14-2 record.
walking distance to
The Colts and the Saints back can outsmart the opposing
Rollins
College, shopping
were the last two teams to re- defense.
district and restaurants
main undefeated, up until the
Another key factor will be
Saints lost to the Dallas Cow- whether or not Dwight Freeney,
on Park Ave!
boys in Week 15, and the Colts the defensive end for the Colts,
Located on N. Knowles
lost to the New York Jets the fol- will be able to play due to an
Ave.
lowing week. This year, for the ankle injury. His presence in the
Call
for
specials
on our
first time since the Dallas Cow- game is crucial: he puts presboys played the Buffalo Bills in sure on the opposing team's
studio apartments at
Super Bowl XXVII in 1993, the quarterback. If he is out of the
1-866-943-54061
two highest ranked teams from game, Brees, who is already a
each division will play each great passer in the pocket, will
other. Both teams have shown have an easier time finding wide
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124 E, Morse Blvd., Winter Park FL
Downtown Winter Park
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